RETURNING to our Scriptural ROOTS
Please allow me [IN LOVE] to share the following VERY IMPORTANT revelation with you!
This information has the ability to COMPLETELY TRANSFORM your life as it did mine and
millions around the world!
The majority of us were brought-up in Christian homes and adopted a Greek mind-set,
whereas Scripture was inspired and written from a Hebrew perspective and mind-set!
The majority of Scripture translations today are written from a Greek perspective and with
strong Greek influence, whereas the FIRST and AUTHENTIC LANGUAGE of Scripture were
ANCIENT HEBREW! The very first scrolls/parchments of Scripture were written in ANCIENT
HEBREW! This can be proved BEYOND DOUBT!
What difference does this make, you might ask? Well, allow me to share my personal
experience with you to demonstrate just HOW MUCH it truly matters!
I share this in humility and in love, giving you the mere facts!
I graduated top of my Theology class, obtaining my BtH degree with a 95% average over 4
years and served as a charismatic pastor, having lots of knowledge of Scripture, BUT NO
UNDERSTANDING, NOR proper REVELATION!
This kept me frustrated, bound and unfulfilled! If I did not seek and continue seeking what I
felt was amiss in my life, I would have still served as an unfulfilled and ineffective pastor,
teaching the traditions and doctrines of man through a religious Babylonian system that
operates on business principles!
It was ONLY after receiving the same Scripture (Jer 6:16) over and over again that I started
DOING DEEP RESEARCH and STUDY about my personal Scriptural beliefs and my
ROOTS as a Believer over a period of more than 3 years, WITHOUT the INFLUENCE of any
MAN or CHURCH! I discovered that what I was taught in church through man and through
Theology College was CONTRADICTING what Scriptures truly teach!
I started going back to my Scriptural roots (ancient Hebrew) and since doing it, have
RECEIVED AMAZING REVELATIONS from Scripture that I completely missed as a pastor!
For the FIRST TIME Scripture made perfect sense and I could UNDERSTAND it without
too much hassle! You see the man-made system of the modern church blinded me and kept
me bound to its traditions, doctrines, beliefs and sacraments, NOT SUPPORTED by
Scripture!
SCRIPTURE guides us to RETURN to our Scriptural ROOTS to PROPERLY
UNDERSTAND Scripture!
I am NOT suggesting that we must now learn to speak Hebrew or become a Jew -- NOT AT
ALL -- I am saying that in the AUTHENTIC LANGUAGE of Scripture is our true ROOTS -we CANNOT and SHOULD NOT DENY it any longer! All our forefathers, Prophets,
Messiah and even His Disciples, including Sha'ul (Paul) were HEBREWS, NOT Greeks! Our
Hebrew roots will enable us to receive REVELATION KNOWLEDGE of Scripture, giving us
proper understanding of Scripture [in context], if we take the time to SEEK for it and STUDY
it.
Jer 6:16 Thus said YHUH, “Stand in the ways and see, and ASK (seek) for the old
(ANCIENT) paths (Authentic Scriptural ROOTS), where the GOOD way is, and WALK IN IT
(it is a COMMAND, not a request); and FIND REST (promise) for yourselves. But they said,
‘We do not walk in it (REBELLION).’
Zep 3:9 "For then I shall turn unto the peoples a clean lip (pure language of Scripture -ANCIENT HEBREW), so that they all call on the Name of Yahuah (YHUH), to serve Him
with one shoulder".

